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DAYTON IMA  WEBINAR CPE OPPORTUNITY (1.5 Hours) 

Tuesday, September 15, 2020 – 6:00 – 8:00 p.m 
 

 Excel for Analysts 
The quick guide to interactive visual analytics and reporting  

 

Many people believe that dashboards in Excel begin and end with Pivot Tables—and that any 
type of advanced Excel requires knowledge of macros. In fact, formula driven dashboards are 
easier to create, maintain, and always present live data.  
 

In this session, we’ll develop three dashboards from scratch using formulas, conditional 
formatting and other native Excel features. You’ll be surprised by how much—and how quickly—
you can create stunning, interactive dashboards without VBA or Pivot Tables!  
 

This course specifically includes content found in Jordan Goldmeier’s book, Advanced Excel 
Essentials, which has served as a reference for Microsoft Excel’s product team. 

 

Learn How to: * Develop a dashboard in less than 15 minutes 
* Use a common methodology to create error free work 
* Adapt and maintain your dashboard once it’s ready for production 
 

REGISTER - https://event.webinarjam.com/register/3/0npn8iw  

 

Webinar Presenter Bio 
 

Jordan Goldmeier, COO, Excel.TV 
 

Jordan Goldmeier is an internationally recognized analytics professional and 
data visualization expert, author and speaker. He is chief operations officer at 
Excel.TV, a Microsoft analytics training and consulting company. He is the 
author of Advanced Excel Essentials and Dashboards for Excel, and currently 
working on this 3rd book, Becoming a Data Head (Wiley, 2021), which is 
about helping managers communicate, challenge, and visualize data between 
teams. 
 

His work has been cited by and quoted in the Associated Press, Bloomberg BusinessWeek, and American 
Express OPEN Forum. He is currently an Excel MVP Award holder, an achievement he's held for six years, 
allowing him to provide feedback and direction to Microsoft product teams. He is also a volunteer 
Emergency Medical Technician. 
 

Past clients include NATO Training Mission, the Pentagon, Principal Financial, H&M. 
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We hope that everyone will have a safe start to the Fall Season 
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
We are six months in and survived to September.  We hope that you, your families, and your 
organizations continue to do well.  We are looking forward to the time when we can meet in 
person.  In the meantime, our goal is to continue to bring you some continuing education that 
will be useful and of interest. 
 

We are very excited to bring you the first session in the 2020-21 series.  We get to learn how to 
effectively build dashboarding in Excel, and we’ll hopefully learn some other tricks along the 
way.  Jordan Goldmeier, of ExcelTV, will be leading this two-hour session, and you can learn 
more about both on page 1 of the newsletter.  We will take a break in the middle for a physical 
and mental stretch.  He will be walking us through some.  This will be a useful tool to know, 
even if you have additional software assisting you with dashboarding. 
 

Are any of you interested in some virtual networking?  If so, please reach out and let me know 
any effective ways you might have seen to do it.  Networking is one of the best things about 
being part of a local chapter, so I would appreciate the chance to meet. 
 

 
         Paul Myers 
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Thinking about the 
CMA Certification 

 

Don’t forget that you can save additionally as 
a Dayton chapter member.   

Find out more Here 
   

 

2020 STUDENT LEADERSHIP 
VIRTUAL CONFERENCE 
 

That’s right, the annual student conference is 
going virtual this year. 

The event will be Friday, November 13.  This 
event is free for all Student IMA Members. 

If you know of an Accounting or Finance 
student who is not yet a member, we are 
developing a scholarship program to cover the 
registration fee.  Please have them touch base 
with their campus IMA contact or they can 
reach out to me. 

 
 

 
 

 

http://www.dayton.imanet.org/
https://www.gleim.com/store/discount/index.php?ref=IMA20&clientUuid=4d53b0e8-47f8-476a-b813-91213c554229
https://www.gleim.com/store/discount/index.php?ref=IMA20&clientUuid=4d53b0e8-47f8-476a-b813-91213c554229
https://www.imastudentconference.org/event/71efcbab-e830-4606-b73b-6d8a0ba12ee6/summary
https://www.imastudentconference.org/event/71efcbab-e830-4606-b73b-6d8a0ba12ee6/summary
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(Right) 
 

IMAGES 
FROM 
PREVIOUS 
CAMPAIGNS 

 

IMA Launches Global Ad Campaign to Highlight How CMAs Make a 
Difference in Business 
 

 New York and Montvale, N.J., September 13, 2020 – Today, IMA® (Institute of Management 
Accountants), the association of accountants and financial professionals in business, launched a new 
global, integrated advertising campaign in support of the CMA® (Certified Management Accountant) 
certification program. The multi-channel campaign was developed in partnership with The Gate | New 
York, an international advertising agency and marketing services company, for the fifth consecutive year. 
The campaign utilizes TV, digital, social media, and search engine marketing, including three TV spots.  
 
The ads emphasize how accounting and finance professionals who earn the CMA can make a difference 
for their companies, their clients, their profession, and their own careers.  
Different scenarios are depicted to show the valuable contributions CMAs make because of their skills 
and knowledge. They can see things others don’t and act on them.  
The campaign commercials will be running on spot broadcast TV, connected TV, and digital media, and 
are accessible here: 

• First Day 
• Baby Pictures 
• Anniversary 

“Instead of just telling viewers what a CMA does, we showed the impact a CMA can have,” said David 
Bernstein, Chief Creative Officer of The Gate. “This year’s work takes a more emotional approach, 
focusing on stories about CMAs who made a meaningful difference. Whether it’s by doing the data 
analysis to convince a factory to rehire the workers they laid off or the cost analysis to keep a hospital 
open.” 
 

“This is our fifth year of new creative for the CMA. As the business and brand have grown, we have 
evolved our communications to reflect that change. This year, in today’s challenging business and social 
environment, we wanted to attract prospects with a more emotional approach”, added Beau Fraser, 
President of The Gate. 
These spots were produced during the COVID-19 pandemic, with a remote production from Poland. The 
Gate oversaw entire production in the U.S., while the two directors, Tom and Charlie Guard, worked from 
England and on site in Poland.  
 
Management accountants benefit from a CMA certification through their gained ability to think 
strategically and the confidence to make smart decisions that impact businesses. As a gateway for 
finance professionals to move into more strategic roles, the CMA demands a mastery of the 12 most 
crucial practice areas in management accounting, including planning and analysis, performance 
management, and risk management. With a mastery of these practice areas, they are able to make a 
difference. 
 

“In spite of the pandemic, interest in certifications around the world have increased as a differentiator 
from both a career and organizational perspective. It is for that reason that it is important to get these 
messages out now to accounting and finance professionals,” said Jeff Thomson, CMA, CSCA, CAE, IMA 
president and CEO.  
 
The campaign will encompass IMA’s paid, earned, social, and owned media with the digital and TV ads, a 
concurrent public relations campaign of “making a difference,” and promotions on IMA’s website and 
social channels. 
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https://www.imanet.org/cma-certification
https://youtu.be/Q9TUx2zNJuk
https://youtu.be/MniAaZ5xLlE
https://youtu.be/LJUXbyXyceA
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THE EXPLORERS CONFERENCE – OCTOBER 8-9, 2020 
 

The Dayton Chapter has partnered with Toby Groves, Ph.D. to bring you access to this conference that 
has high-caliber speakers and up to 16 hours of NASBA CPE. 
 

 

OVERVIEW Disruptive change launched us from our world overnight into the 
space of uncertainty and ambiguity.  Adapt, explore and discover “new ways of 
working” that work in culture, technology, 
compliance and audit. 
 

DAY 1: AM 4 CPEs 
Foresight and Management 

- Foresight and FutureThink: How to Make Intelligent Predictions 
Forbes Top 50 Futurist Dr. Amy Zalman 

Ethics, Diversity and Equity 
- Ethics and Equity: Uncomfortable Conversations and Inconvenient Truths 
NABA Washington D.C. Board member Ozo Nnamadim and Dr. Toby Groves 

 

DAY 1: PM 4 CPEs 
Change and Crisis Management 

- Gaming a Crisis: Creating Superpowers out of Uncertainty (Disruption and Change) 
Technologist and Wellness Thought Leader Amy Vetter and Dr. Toby Groves 

Change and Organizational Management 
- The Ultimate Wave: How to Surf the Change Tsunami 

 
DAY 2: AM 4 CPEs 
 The Future is Now! Kimberly Ellison Taylor & Dr. Toby Groves (1-hour Business Management 
and Organization) 

Automation and AI 
- Blazing a Digital Trail: Making Friends with Robots 
Technologists and Thought Leaders Jody Padar and Byron Patrick 

 

DAY 2: PM 4 CPEs 
Fraud and Data Analytics 
- Fraud Reconnaissance: Exposing Hidden Threats 
Fraud Expert John Hall and analytics thought leader Steve Biskie 
Fraud and Body Language 
- Person of Interest: How to Read Virtual Body Language 
The nations’ leading body language expert – Jan Hargrave 

 

LOGISTICS  
October 8 & 9, 2020; 10:30 – 6:30 EDT 
Up to 16 NASBA CPE credits 
Attend half day, full day, or entire conference 
 

COST  
Early Bird Registration through September 24, 2020: 
$79 per half day, $149 per day, or $249 for entire conference 
After September 24, 2020 
$99 per half day, $189 per day, or $289 for entire conference 
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REGISTRATION DETAILS 
  

https://theexplorersconference.com/r
egister/  
 

In the affiliate section, you will find 
IMA Dayton.  You can register for 
half/full day or the whole conference. 
 

 

http://www.dayton.imanet.org/
https://theexplorersconference.com/register/
https://theexplorersconference.com/register/
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UPCOMING WEBINAR SCHEDULE 
 

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
 

Unleash Your Peak Performance 
Tuesday, October 6, 2020 from 1 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. (EDT) 
Field of Study – Personal Development – Leadership 
 

Let’s face it – the accounting profession can feel demanding at times! Many of us focus all our energy on 
serving those around us – our clients, teams, colleagues, family, and friends – oftentimes at the expense 
of our own well-being. Not only is this not sustainable, but it’s also negatively impacting our ability to help 
those around us. 
 

In order to be a high performer, you must increase your capacity to bring energy and full engagement to 
the things you value most. Join us as Sarah Elliott, of Intend2Lead, explores how well-being and 
mindfulness contribute to your performance and leadership capacity – and create your own personal 
peak performance plan! 
 
 

INSIDE TALK 
 

The Bots are Coming...to Intro Accounting 
Friday, September 25, 2020 from 1 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. (EDT) 
Field of Study – Information Technology – Technology & Analytics 

 
Introducing robotic process automation (RPA) and bots into an introductory accounting course can seem 
daunting – but it doesn’t have to be! Learn what RPA is and why it needs to be taught, even in an 
introductory course. Find out where to access a variety of RPA classroom resources that are designed 
for the learner – or instructor – who has no knowledge of RPA. 
 

How to Track and Gain Control of Your Lease Costs and the Impact of COVID  
Wednesday, September 30, 2020 from 1:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. (EDT) 
Field of Study – Accounting – Reporting & Control 
 

The simplest way to control high or rising lease costs is by tracking key lease information with robust 
lease administration software. Join us as Bill Harter and April Miller, of Visual Lease, take a close look at 
how companies of all sizes can increase control over their leases, such as their contract clauses and 
related expenses associated with COVID-19. 
 

 Future of Finance: The New Generation Finance Maturity Models in the 4th 
Industrial Revolution 
Wednesday, October 7, 2020 from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (EDT) 
Field of Study – Accounting – Reporting & Control 
 

How mature is your current financial close? The 4th Industrial Revolution is creating tremendous 
opportunities to conduct digital transformation and implement technologies that can elevate the role of 
finance to become a more strategic business partner. Join us as Ashley Gibson of Deloitte & Touche and 
Liv Watson of Workiva provide insights on purpose- built connected financials for business reporting and 
compliance processes. They will also explore potential benefits across people, process, and technology 
at your organization. 
 

http://www.imanet.org/learning_center/IMAWebinars.aspx  
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